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T

he article by Drs. Chatenoud and Bach [1] is in
many aspects sophisticated as well as surging. It
summarizes the latest findings on immunotherapy of
type 1 diabetes (T1D) regarding the application of
CD3 antibodies by scrutinizing four prevailing concepts that could mislead the further development of
such therapies. Inasmuch these concepts, i.e. antigenspecific therapies, initiation of immunotherapy before
diabetes onset, combining several agents and, finally,
caution regarding the generalization of results obtained
from NOD mice, still remain burning issues in diabetes research, the article contributes valuably to the path
of finding the optimal intervention strategy. The authors present criticism to the four concepts and take a
clear stand of the promise of antigen-nonspecific immunotherapy in the establishment of long-term remission. Insofar, the article inspires to a more intensive
discussion to include aspects that could be able to enrich the discussion on these critical concepts.
Firstly, it is noticeable that the outcomes of several
investigations do not confirm the role of anti-CD3
alone as a cure for T1D in humans [2-4]. If we act on
this assumption, then either additional therapies and
combinations will be needed or another holistic approach to cure the disease must be taken into consideration.
Another critical issue in anti-CD3 therapy is the
dose of administration. The dose that is currently be-
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ing used in clinical trials is probably close to the maximum that can be ethically given. This is because of the
initial cytokine release syndrome and the transient
EBV reactivation that occurs in many patients due to
the systemically immunosuppressive properties of antiCD3 [5-8]. In order to avoid high doses, more frequent
administrations of anti-CD3 or administration during
the prediabetic phase could be beneficial, although we
do not know whether this strategy will be safe. In this
regard, we may consider why the NOD animal model
could be misleading. Although anti-CD3 did not completely protect from diabetes when given to prediabetic
NOD mice, it did in other diabetes models, such as the
streptozotocin-treated CD1 mice [9] and the rat insulin
promoter-lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (RIPLCMV) model [10]. Therefore, maybe due to its multiple immune defects, the NOD mouse might not accurately reflect the immune status of the average prediabetic patient.
The statement that antigen-non-specific generalized
immunosuppression is likely to cure T1D should be
carefully weighed – although the benefit has been very
clear in recent trials, we do not know at this point
whether anti-CD3 alone will ever be able to prevent or
cure T1D. Therefore, combination with other antigenspecific tolerogenic, systemically tolerogenic or islet
regenerating treatments could be of benefit. Anti-CD3
does not act antigen-specifically as judged by the lack
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of results able to show that autoreactive T cells, which
are associated with T1D, are indeed affected via treatment with the antibody. It is a systemic immune
modulator, albeit with beneficial properties in autoimmune diseases. It induces a temporary generalized immunosuppression and is capable of enhancing the
functional aspects of regulatory T cells (Tregs), which
suggest that anti-CD3 may be a therapeutic agent suitable for interventions in T1D.
In general, it is our belief that we have to be cautious when translating results from animal models. It
will ultimately help trial design and success rather than
abolishing the need for animal models. However, there
are some critical issues for a reliable translation to the
clinic: (a) Anti-CD3 did not completely prevent the
progression to disease in prediabetic NOD mice, but it
did in other diabetic animal models [9, 10]. It is likely
that the majority of human patients do not share all the
immune defects existing in the NOD mouse and
therefore anti-CD3 therapy might indeed be very effective in prediabetic patients. (b) Related with the
previous point is the role of CD25+ Tregs and their
deficiency in humans with T1D. Whilst it is already

clear that immunosuppressive CD25+ Tregs are deficient in NOD mice [11], we are faced with conflicting
reports on this issue in humans [12-14]. If these cells
are not defective in humans, the human physiopathology should be different from that of NOD mice in
many respects, and the study of other animal models
could be helpful. (c) Finally, it is questionable how to
translate the precise optimal dose from mice to humans. Drs. Chatenoud and Bach argue that there
might be no value in lowering the anti-CD3 dose in
‘mouse trials’ to increase stringency [1]. Yet, the current dose of anti-CD3 administered to human patients
is less effective (prevention of C-peptide decline temporarily, but no reversal of T1D) than the optimal dose
in NOD mice, where virtually all diabetes cases have
been found to be reverted permanently. Therefore, the
administration of lower anti-CD3 doses to NOD mice
might more realistically reflect the human situation.
The question of optimal dose translation could be a
critical factor here, as shown by trials of antigen administration within the Diabetes Prevention Trial 1
(DPT-1), where several forms of administration did
not lead to promising results in humans [15, 16].
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